Difference images calculated from ictal and interictal technetium-99m-HMPAO SPECT scans of epilepsy.
Image processing techniques were applied to SPECT brain images to aid in the localization of epileptic foci. Ictal and interictal cerebral perfusion SPECT images were acquired from 12 epilepsy patients (6 temporal, 6 extratemporal) after injection of 20 mCi 99mTc-HMPAO. Each ictal scan was registered to the same patient's interictal scan. Normalization of the three-dimensional data was applied to account for global percent brain uptake and total injected activity. After registration, normalization and subtraction of the SPECT images and functional difference images were computed. Difference images were calculated, which give a quantitative measure of perfusion alterations during ictus. The resulting difference images were also registered with each patient's MRI scan which permits localization of perfusion changes onto anatomical structures. Areas in the brain where significant perfusion increases occur correlate with areas confirmed to be seizure foci. Four of the six patients with known temporal lobe seizure foci exhibited significant perfusion increases on the difference images. These areas demonstrate a percent increase of perfusion larger than 40%. For the extratemporal seizure patients, four of the four confirmed seizure sites were diagnosed with difference images. Results on the remaining two patients were inconclusive. When compared to side-by-side visual interpretation of the ictal and interictal SPECT images, registration of SPECT and MR images together with calculated difference maps greatly enhances the ability to localize epileptic seizure foci. This offers the potential to locate epileptic seizure foci using a noninvasive, inexpensive imaging procedure and data processing algorithm.